Medical Professionals

Medical Indicators

- Won’t be seen alone
- Extreme Emotional responses
- Looks down when talking
- Opposite: almost defiant
- Wanting to shock or startle you
- Tattoos (brandings)
- Consistent “miscarriage”

- Consistent stuck tampons
- Regular STD check, asking for verification
- Older boyfriend
- Expensive things
- Similar signs of DV mixed with “prostitution” related red flags

Environmental Clues for EMT/EMS

- Locations: motels with doors to the outside, any hotel/motel in general
- Sexual attire / High heels
- Condoms and lubricant
- Lingerie
- Hotel Keys
- Multiple cell phones
- Expensive things (high end purse, shoes or watch)

- Older “boyfriend” may be more concerned about hiding things than the wellbeing of the victim
- Works at night, sleeps during the day (depending on what time of day the call is, will determine more of what to look for)
- Multiple women or girls in one home or one room
- Sometimes also occupying hotel’s adjoining room